Specialists in
Plantation Shutters

About Us
All Blinds and Shutters are a family run business based in South London. We specialise in
Made to Measure Bespoke Plantation Shutters, personalised to your taste and decor.
We guarantee the finest hard wood shutters, and offer the best design advice, whatever
your space, style and budget. We have worked hard to establish ourselves as one of the
leading shutter companies in London and the South East.
Working alongside our manufacturing team we aim to offer the best lead times and
service to our clients.
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Our Shutters
We offer a cost effective shutter range to suit all budgets, from our popular entry level MDF
shutters, through to our flagship FSC certified White Teak range.
All Blinds and Shutters are a family run business with over 35 years experience, and one of
the reasons is that we only supply shutters that are built to last and have a long life
guarantee. Our shutters are manufactured in our factory in China, and our company offer
the highest level of experience in timber and building materials. We ensure that only the
best machinery, materials, staff and paint finish are used at all times on our full range of
made to measure shutters, for all shapes and sizes of windows and doors.
Once your shutters are manufactured, they are then quality checked and fitted by our
friendly team of experienced fitters to ensure the product and experience is nothing but
perfect. Please call 0800 098 8150 today, where we can answer all your questions, offer
advice and solutions for any shutter requirement.

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Shutter Range

Custom Made Shutters

SEATTLE SHUTTERS
A popular choice, an affordable yet hard-wearing
and robust shutter.
Seattle is our most popular choice of shutter. Not only is this
range tough and durable as it’s made from MDF and coated in
polymer, it’s a more affordable option and has a wipe clean
surface. It’s a recommended option for high traffic areas within
the home.

Main Benefits:
Our most popular choice of shutter

Available in our most popular colours

Affordable yet durable shutter

Available in all tilt types

Hard-wearing & robust

GEORGIA SHUTTERS
A brilliantly durable MDF shutter that looks as good
as real wood.
Our Georgia range is a fantastically adaptable shutter. Made from
MDF panels and frames with ABS louvres, this range looks as
good as a real wood shutter but has more durability. The ABS
louvres also allow panels to cover wider expanses.

Main Benefits:
Brilliantly durable shutter

Large single panel width limit

Great for wide expanses

Looks as good as a real wood shutter

Available in all tilt types

but made from MDF

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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BOSTON SHUTTERS
Our solid basswood shutter that's high quality but low cost.
The Boston shutter range is crafted from beautiful solid basswood
panels. These shutters work well in any type of setting, be it
contemporary, traditional or country living. Hardwood panels
ensure this range is high quality whilst still low cost.

Main Benefits:
Made from solid basswood

Available in all tilt types

High quality but still low cost

Light control and privacy

Robust hard-wearing frame

MONTANA SHUTTERS
The newest edition to our shutter collection made from
premium hardwood.
The Montana shutter has a stunning tight grain with a smooth
finish, and are well suited to rooms that require extra durability.
Stained colour finishes are also available in the Montana range,
allowing customers to see the beautiful grain of the wood
shutters beneath.

Main Benefits:
Full wood shutter

Available in all tilt types

Made from premium hardwood

Large single panel limitations

Concealed hinge available

Light control and privacy

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Shutter Range
HOLLYWOOD SHUTTERS
A shutter perfect for rooms where a high performance
finish is required.
This ABS shutter range is highly resistant to water, so makes
another great shutter choice for Kitchens and Bathrooms. The
Hollywood range has superior strength to prevent warping,
denting and chipping, as it’s made from ABS and has a beautiful
matte finish.

Main Benefits:
Highly resistant to water

Great for kitchens and bathrooms

Light control & noise reduction

Privacy

Available in all tilt types

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Shutter Styles
FULL HEIGHT SHUTTERS
Our most popular option, full height panels
cover the whole window. Full height shutters
often have a divider rail or split in louvre
controls so you can operate the slats above and
below it independently to control light.
Full Height shutters are great for insulation,
privacy and noise control and are best suited for
tall windows, French or patio doors. However,
they can be adapted to any type of window.
Shutters also provide fantastic insulation during
the cold winter months, whilst in summer
keeping rooms cool from the sun's rays.

Full height shutters offer
great insulation, privacy
and noise control

TIER-ON-TIER SHUTTERS
Similar to the old fashioned saloon doors,
Tier-on-Tier offers a separate top tier that opens
independently from the bottom. This gives you
the added benefit of increasing light into a
room by having the top tier open, whilst
maintaining privacy by leaving the bottom tier
closed.
Tier-on-Tier shutters can be customised to have
the split between the tiers lining up with your
window, or at any position you require for the
look you want to obtain.

Tier-on-Tier shutters are brilliant
for bedrooms, bathrooms
and dining rooms

Tier-on-Tier also offers great protection against
the British weather, helping to keep in heat
during the winter whilst stopping your rooms
from overheating in the summer.

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Shutter Styles
CAFÉ STYLE SHUTTERS
Café style shutters cover only part of the
window and give a lovely continental feel. This
chic design gives you the opportunity to enjoy
the privacy of the shutters whilst still
experiencing the sunlight into the room.
This shutter style is perfect for kitchens and
road facing rooms where privacy is at a
premium.
They’re great as a decorative element to your
window and a fantastic way to enhance existing
window features such as stained glass or low
arches. This allows you to still experience the
original design of the windows whilst enjoying
the elegant style of shutters.

Brilliant for windows with features
such as stained glass
or low arches

SOLID PANEL SHUTTERS
An alternative option to fully louvered panels
solid shutters are exactly as their name
suggests. If you are looking for a sense of
Victorian style & glamour then solid shutters
may be the option for you. Solid panels do not
have operational louvres so do need to be
opened in full to let the light in, however they
come into their own at night by offering a
minimal light bleed.
As they do not have louvres, solid panels also
offer even better insulation and can be perfect
for older properties or those with single glazed
windows. Some customers even use our solid
shutters as room dividers when combined with
a track system. Due to their construction, solid
panels are only available in our wood ranges.

They’re a great choice for bedrooms
or rooms that are draughty, and
for heat and noise insulation

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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TRACKED SHUTTERS
Rather than fitting shutters in the usual manner,
these shutters slide on a track. They’re an ideal
choice for large glass expanses and we offer
numerous different options for tracked shutter
installations.
From panels that bypass and slide past each
other, bi-folding track that can be made to
almost any configuration required, options for
both inside and outside the recess, right
through to clever tracked shutters that sit
together with our standard frames to blend
seamlessly with a customer’s other shutter
installations.

A contemporary solution ideal
for large glass expanses

SHAPED SHUTTERS
No matter the size or shape of window there is a
shutter to suit. Shutters can be made to fit any
speciality window, from stunning arches,
circular port holes, gothic church windows, and
fantastic angular triangles.
We are sure that we can find a solution for all of
your special shaped windows and build and
install a shaped shutter to go beyond your
expectations.
Special shaped shutters are available in the
majority of our shutter ranges depending on
the style required. Available with either straight
or sunburst style louvres you can still control
the light in even the most obscure of feature
windows.

No matter the size or shape of
window there is a shutter to suit

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Shutter Colours
Choose from our extensive shutter colour palette including paints, stains or a customised
colour matching service to match your room decor.

Pure White

Extra White

Silk White

Bright White

Pearl

Ivory Lace

Marshmallow

Creamy

Cameo

Crisp Linen

Bisque

Alabaster

Butter

String

Chai

Stone Grey

Brown Grey

Clay

Rustic Grey

Weathered Teak

Limed White

Taupe

Golden Oak

Oak Mantel

Goldenrod

Black Walnut

Cherry

Dark Teak

Cocoa

Cordovan

Mahogany

New Ebony

Red Oak

Rich Walnut

Old Teak

Any colour, available in selected ranges.
Custom colour charge applies.
Red Mahogany

Wenge

French Oak

Custom Colour

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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F & B Match

Blue Grey

Stringy

Clunched

Whim White

Elephants Air

White Cravat

Hall Grey

Hard White

Off Whiter

Pointed White

These popular colours are copies of Farrow and Ball colours, we have changed
the names to protect trademarks. Offered in selected ranges these colours are
provided as a service to those that wish to use F&B colour schemes. We only
guarantee best endeavour on the colour matching (extremely close). We do
not use F&B paints but specially developed spray laquers with UV inhibitors
that will survive strong sunlight and temperatures.

Styles & Shapes
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Split Tilt Louvre Shutters

Our split tilt louvre shutter option offers you the flexibility to be able to open or close
different sections of louvres in a panel separately, which is great as it gives you the ability
to be able to control both the light and privacy in a room. This allows you to for instance
close the bottom part of the shutter louvres for privacy, while leaving the top section of
louvres open to allow the light in, the split tilt option is very popular and is available on
our full height shutters.

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Midrail Shutters

Our midrail shutter option is available on our range of full height shutters, especially good
for use on taller windows, it is a horizontal bar which breaks the shutter panel into two
sections allowing the louvres at the top and bottom of the shutter panel to be adjusted
independently, you can for instance close the louvres below the midrail for privacy, and
leave the louvres above the midrail open to allow light in (or vice versa), whilst retaining
that classic plantation shutter look.
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Solid Shutters
Used extensively over the last couple of centuries in the UK, solid shutters offer better
control over light filtration. Solid shutters are fitted in the same way as louvre shutters and
are used a lot for folding/concertina tracked partitions and they make very good quality,
light folding doors.

Solid Raised

Shaker

12mm thick centre panels with
28.6mm x 40mm stiles. Now
with rebated top and bottom
rail options for tier on tier for
even less light infiltration.

Solid Base/Louvre Top

Shaker with Insert

As solid raised but with top
louvres, very suitable for sliding
partitions and French Windows
with solid bases.

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Conservatory
Conservatory shutters, apart from looking
great, offer a great deal of flexibility simply
not possible with most shading options.
Unlike fabric based shading systems,
shutters are easy to clean and will not rot,
sag or age over time. For long sections they
can be mounted on tracking to slide away
when not in use.

Shutters are also used for partitioning and
as multi fold internal doors. Quite often the
opening to the conservatory may have
shutters suspended on a top track.
The solid base and louvre top shutters are
used extensively for these applications.
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Fitting
Frames are used extensively for fitting but
may not be suitable for severely out of
square openings (most openings in older
houses are not perfectly square). Shutters
are made square unless specially shaped
and will not hide a subsided bay window
or tilted window sill entirely. We will advise
you on all the available options for your
shutters.

Our expert fitters will install your shutters
for you. There are many ways to install your
shutters and there is no one way that is
better than another. You may have them
installed inside the reveal, the most
common way, or on the edge of the reveal
or outside the reveal, all are permissible
methods. The room will generally dictate
the fitting location.
Our hinges are made especially for our
shutters and our screws are made
especially for our hinges with matching
screw heads. Either match or contrast
hinges to shutters, sometimes odd
combinations work very well, bisque
hinges with silk white panels for
instance. For wet environments it is
recommended that our marine grade
stainless steel hinges are used.

Stainless Steel

Black

Pearl

Nickel Plated

Bisque

Bright Brass

Antique Brass

White
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Custom Made Blinds
All Blinds & Shutters are manufacturers, suppliers and fitters of quality custom made
professional blind systems. Our custom made blinds are available in a range of 100s of
styles and fabrics, all with free measuring and fitting.

We offer many different styles of quality blinds which are all custom made to fit where
required, from lounges to bedrooms, bathrooms to conservatories and more.

Features
Our exclusive finishing process makes our colours and textures the richest you’ll find.
Choose from a wide array of the latest and most popular paints and stains. Or why not opt
for our custom colour matching service, and choose any Dulux or Farrow & Ball shade to
compliment virtually any shade of room. We offer more features, colours, tapes and trims
than anyone else, creating made to measure blinds brimming with character.

TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Blind Styles

Wood Venetian Blinds
Enjoy the elegance and warmth
of our handcrafted basswood
venetian blinds.

Venetian Blinds
This classic style allows you to
adjust lighting levels instantly by
altering the angle of the slat.

Vertical Blinds
A beautiful mix of jacquard weaves,
contemporary colourways and
seductive suedes.

Roman Blinds
Luxurious soft fold fabric
combining subtle textures with the
practicality of a window blind.

Roller Blinds
An exciting mix of fabrics specially
selected to compliment any room
in your home.

Panel Blinds
Elegant versatile shading solution
for larger windows or doors and
may be used as a room divider.

Pleated Blinds
Create a unique bespoke look for
any room setting with our range
of pleated blinds.

Conservatory Blinds
For the ultimate in style choose
our conservatory blinds. Stylish
and contemporary in appearance.

Blackout Blinds
Our blackout blinds are robust,
light excluding fully framed and
cassetted roller blind systems.
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TO BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL 0800 098 8150 OR 07949 449 760 TODAY
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Gallery
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Gallery
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Call us today to discuss your options
Tel: 0800 098 8150 Mob: 07949 449 760
w w w. a l l b l i n d s a n d s h u t t e r s . c o. u k
/AllBlindsAndShutters

/AllBlindsAndShutters
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T: 0 8 0 0 0 9 8 8 1 5 0 M : 0 7 9 4 9 4 4 9 7 6 0
E: sales@allblindsandshutters.co.uk
www.allblindsandshutters.co.uk

O u r Sh ow ro o m
562 Streatham High Road
London SW16 3QG

H ead O ffice
5 Blacksmiths Hill
S o u t h Croyd on C R2 9AZ

You can also view our range of shutters at 71 Bedford Hill, Balham SW12 9HA

Find Us On

Proud members of

Where reputation matters

